Abstract An uplift of the ocean bottom caused by a submarine earthquake can trigger acoustic-gravity waves that travel at near the speed of sound in water and thus may act as early tsunami precursors. We study the spatiotemporal evolution of the pressure field induced by acoustic-gravity modes during submarine earthquakes, analytically. We show that these modes may all induce comparable temporal variations in pressure at different water depths in regions far from the epicenter, though the pressure field depends on the presence of a leading acoustic-gravity wave mode. Practically, this can assist in the implementation of an early tsunami detection system by identifying the pressure and frequency ranges of measurement equipment and appropriate installation locations.
Introduction
Although the majority of water wave research consider the ocean as an incompressible medium, the slight compressibility of the ocean water is important in the process of tsunami generation [Miyoshi, 1954; Yamamoto, 1982; Nosov, 1999; Stiassnie, 2010] . If the compressibility of the ocean is considered, a disturbance at the ocean floor may generate Acoustic-Gravity Waves (AGWs), progressive compression-type waves that travel at near the speed of sound in water. Recent studies indicate that as AGWs travel they leave measurable bottom pressure signatures that can act as tsunami precursors [Stiassnie, 2010; Chierici et al., 2010; Kadri and Stiassnie, 2012; Hendin and Stiassnie, 2013; Cecioni et al., 2014; Abdolali et al., 2015a] . In this regard, it is anticipated that such utilization of AGWs would enhance current early tsunami detection systems.
In addition to submarine earthquakes, AGWs can be generated by nonlinear interaction of gravity waves of comparable frequencies [Longuet-Higgins, 1950; Kibblewhite and Ewans, 1985; Farrell and Munk, 2010; Kadri and Stiassnie, 2013; Kadri, 2015; Kadri and Akylas, 2016] ; space-time localized pressure on the ocean surface induced by storms [Renzi and Dias, 2014] , submarine landslides [Synolakis et al., 2002] , ice-quakes [Kadri, 2016b] , and other sources not yet studied in detail (e.g., submarine volcanoes and landslides).
AGWs generated by an uplift of the ocean bottom have some features that distinct them from AGWs generated by other sources. In fact, an uplift of the ocean bottom can produce many wave modes of three different types. Most of these modes are nonpropagating (evanescent), and their importance is confined to the source zone. A gravity wave mode (tsunami) and AGW mode are also generated. The latter propagate away from the source, and can travel to great distances [Stiassnie, 2010; Kadri and Stiassnie, 2012] . Each incident AGW mode propagates at a specific frequency, which decays exponentially in time [Stiassnie, 2010] .
A submarine earthquake also generates seismic waves that propagate within the solid Earth. These waves are responsible for the generation of oceanic Rayleigh waves, leaking P wave modes and acoustic organpipe waves [Maeda and Furumura, 2013; Kozdon and Dunham, 2014] . Therefore, the water pressure field at a certain distance from the epicenter of a submarine earthquake must be considered as the sum of the contribution of multiple wave types. However, each of these waves has different propagation characteristics and dependency on the seismological source. Therefore, it is essential to study the behavior of each propagating wave mode, individually, in order to develop an accurate early tsunami detection system. Propagating AGW modes generated by a submarine earthquake are the focus of this work.
Key Points:
The spatiotemporal pressure field induced by acoustic-gravity waves from submarine earthquakes is presented Acoustic-gravity modes may induce comparable pressure at different water depths The total pressure field depends on the presence of a leading acousticgravity wave mode, not necessarily the first
Due to the complexity of the physical processes of the seismic source, describing the bottom motion becomes rather challenging [Banerjee et al., 2005; Ammon et al., 2005; Pietrzak et al., 2007; Grilli et al., 2008] , and simulating the dynamical processes in the tsunami and AGWs source becomes complicated [Nosov and Kolesov, 2007] . Notwithstanding, it is known that properties of AGWs depend on rupture model parameters such as the vertical and lateral extent and duration of bottom motion [Yamamoto, 1982; Nosov, 1999; Chierici et al., 2010; Stiassnie, 2010; Hendin and Stiassnie, 2013] . Current AGW models consider simple geometries and displacements of bottom motions. Example of these motions include rectangular disturbances with constant [Nosov, 1999; Chierici et al., 2010; Stiassnie, 2010; Hendin and Stiassnie, 2013] or variable velocities [Yamamoto, 1982; Nosov and Kolesov, 2007; Abdolali et al., 2015a] in the two-dimensional problem, or circular disturbances with constant velocities in the three-dimensional case [Hendin and Stiassnie, 2013] .
In this work, we study the spatiotemporal evolution of the pressure field induced by AGWs in order to prepare the ground for the implementation of an early tsunami detection system. The fundamental AGW modes generated by a submarine earthquake are calculated based on the analytical expression for wave radiation by a bottom displacement proposed by Stiassnie [2010] . Using an example based on the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, we consider the first five AGW modes and analyze the temporal variations in pressure at different water depths in regions far from the epicenter. Special emphasis is put on the analysis of the role of the leading AGW in the water pressure field. The analytical solution by Stiassnie [2010] is valid for constant water depth at large distances from the epicenter. This solution does not consider damping behavior, porous sedimentary layers, and elasticity at the bottom as well as variations of sound speed along the water column. In addition, low frequency AGWs cannot pass edges and reach shallower areas if they have not damped before due to dissipation at the sea bottom [Nosov and Kolesov, 2007; Abdolali et al., 2015b] . However, Sammarco et al. [2013] observed that the analytical solution by Stiassnie [2010] , for cases under the limits of its application, is in a good agreement with the full three-dimensional model and depthintegrated model (hyperbolic mild-slope equation) of the weakly compressible, inviscid and irrotational fluid equations. Therefore, the model by Stiassnie [2010] presents a fast way to estimate the characteristics of AGWs.
It is worth noting that while in general sea bottom motion generates AGWs, not all the sea bottom motion generates dangerous tsunamis, and the link between the detection of AGWs and the actual generation of a noticeable tsunami still presents important scientific challenges.
This paper is composed of five sections. A background on the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and the main properties of AGWs are given in section 2. Taking as example the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, the role of the leading AGW mode is discussed in section 3. Next, we present the pressure field induced by the AGWs triggered by the earthquake. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Background
Over 225,000 people found their death along the Indian Ocean coasts by the tsunami generated by the 26 December 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake. A moment magnitude (M w ) 9.0-9.3 [Kanamori, 2006] ruptured about 1300 km segment of the plate boundary fault in a complex sequence of rapid and slow slip episodes [Banerjee et al., 2005; Ammon et al., 2005; Heki et al., 2006] . Seismic inversion models indicated that the earthquake initiated slowly, with small slip but grew rapidly after about 40-60 s and lasted for more than 1000 s [Ammon et al., 2005; de Groot-Hedlin, 2005] . The earthquake resulted from an arched rupture zone, with a minimum of 34 separate subzones and in some segments an uplift of the ocean bottom reaching up to 5 m was estimated [Ammon et al., 2005] . Due to the magnitude of the earthquake, a destructive tsunami arrived to different coastlines of Indian Ocean countries. It took the tsunami 34 min to reach Banda Aceh in Indonesia (250 km), 1 h 40 min to Thailand (700 km), 2 h to Sri Lanka (1200 km), 3 h 25 min to Maldives (2300 km), and 7 h to Somalia (5000 km).
Yamamoto [1982] , Nosov [1999] , Chierici et al. [2010] , Stiassnie [2010] , and Hendin and Stiassnie [2013] show theoretically how an ocean bottom uplift can simultaneously generate a tsunami and AGWs. They demonstrate that the magnitudes of a tsunami and AGWs depend on the same parameters such as the water depth, vertical displacement, and duration and length of the bottom uplift. Many aspects of AGWs have been studied recently [Eyov et al., 2013; Kadri and Stiassnie, 2013; Kadri, 2014; Abdolali et al., 2015b; Kadri, 2015 Kadri, , 2016a Kadri and Akylas, 2016] . However, some overlooked AGW key features are introduced here.
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Let us consider the ocean an ideal compressible homogeneous fluid. Then, for each frequency x and constant water depth h, there are m progressive wave modes with wavenumbers k n , n50; 1; 2; . . . ; m. According to Kadri and Stiassnie [2012] , m is given by the nearest integer smaller than (xh=pc11=2), where c is the speed of sound in water, assumed constant. The first wavenumber k 0 is real and it represents the surface gravity wave. The modes, n51; 2; 3; . . . ; m, are known as AGWs. Consider l 0 and l n as the solutions of the dispersion relation such that x 2 5gl 0 tanh ðl 0 hÞ; x 2 52gl n tan ðl n hÞ; n51; 2; . . . :
the wavenumbers are real and positive, and given by
where k s is the wavenumber of sound waves in an unbounded medium (k s 5x=c) and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
Consider the two-dimensional problem of a progressive AGW mode in an ideal compressible ocean, where x is the direction of the propagating wave and z is the vertically upward. Then, considering the velocity potential [Kadri, 2015] and making use of the dispersion relation from equation (1), the dynamic pressure, p d , induced by an AGW is given by
cosh ðl n ðz1hÞÞ cosh ðl n hÞ cos ðk n x2xtÞ
where q is the density of the fluid, H n is the wave height of the nth mode, and t is the time.
For the surface wave case, the dynamic pressure decreases exponentially with depth. However, for AGW, the dynamic pressure is periodic with depth. This behavior corresponds to the horizontal water particle displacement and velocity [Kadri, 2014] with ð2n21Þ=4 wavelengths fitting the depth for the nth AGW mode. Consequently, each AGW mode induces l nodes (including one at the surface) at a distance Z h from the water surface
The Role of the Leading AGW Mode
Consider the first five incident AGW modes generated by a bottom uplift f 0 5 1 m, lateral extent of the bottom uplift b 5 40 km, a duration of the bottom motion s 5 10 s, propagating in a rigid bottom ocean at a constant water depth h 5 4 km, constant water density q 5 1000 kg/m 3 and constant speed of sound c 5 1500 m/s. At 50 and 1000 km from the epicenter, AGWs arrive 0.56 and 11.11 min after the eruption, respectively. At 50 km from the epicenter, the first five modes become evanescent at 4. 83, 13.98, 23.33, 32.50, and 41 .75 min after the eruption, respectively (see Figure 1a) . At 1000 km from the epicenter, the evanescent times increase to 93.58, 278.17, 463.17, 648.17, and 833.33 minutes for the first five modes, respectively (see Figure 1b) . The closer the detection system to the epicenter, the shorter the action time of each mode becomes. The frequency drops exponentially after the arrival of AGWs and until the moment corresponding mode becomes evanescent (equation (A5)). Figure 2 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of the envelope of the dynamic bottom pressure, P b (equation (A2)), induced by the first AGW mode. Between 50 and 1000 km from the earthquake epicenter, an absolute maximum in the bottom pressure is induced by each mode just after the arrival of AGWs. Local maxima in the bottom pressure induced by each mode are observed just before the corresponding mode becomes evanescent. The first AGW mode at its arrival reaches a maximum dynamic bottom pressure of about 5.0 3 10 4 or 1.0 3 10 4 Pa at 50 or 1000 km from the epicenter, respectively. The temporal evolution pattern of the bottom pressure is similar between 50 and 1000 km from the epicenter. However, and as expected, closer to the source the magnitude of the bottom pressure is higher though the action time of the first mode is shorter.
The time that takes each AGW mode to become evanescent depends on the water depth and duration of the bottom uplift movement. In Figure 3 , we present the action time for the first AGW mode considering In order to employ AGWs in an early tsunami detection system, it is crucial to identify the frequency band width of the leading mode. Each mode vanishes at a cutoff frequency f 5ð2n21Þc=4h. So that the frequency decreases as the water depth increases. At 1 km water depth, the frequency of the first mode is 0.375 Hz, whereas for water deeper than 4 km, the frequency is below 0.094 Hz. For the fifth mode and depths between 1 and 7 km, the frequency range is 0.482-3.375 Hz. At these depths, the frequency of the twentieth mode varies from 2.089 to 14.625 Hz. 
Pressure Field
Calculation of AGWs indicates comparable maximum and minimum pressure values between 1 km water depth and the bottom. Maximum dynamic pressure of 0.8 3 10 4 to 1.2 3 10 4 Pa could be observed after the arrival of AGWs at 1000 km from the epicenter (equation (3)). The temporal evolution of the dynamic pressure field at 1000 km from the epicenter is given in Figure 4 for six different time intervals. Each time interval represents a different superposition of AGW modes corresponding to the arrival of AGWs and first to fifth mode as the leading mode. Since the problem is linear, each incident mode is solved separately and then all solutions are superposed. The wave heights in equation (3) are calculated as the difference between the maximum and the minimum free surface level given by equation (A1). Each mode is only computed for the period of time between the arriving AGWs and the corresponding evanescent critical time. After the first mode vanishes (Figures 4b-4f ) more nodes start to be observed in the water column (in addition to the one at the surface). Consequently, at some depths, no significant temporal pressure variations occur. As an AGW mode becomes evanescent energy is transferred to the next higher modes and the main pattern of the pressure field changes. It is also noted that the first five AGW modes induce comparable temporal pressure variations at different water depths, and thus might all need to be considered.
Concluding Remarks
Our analysis and simulations shed light on the spatiotemporal evolution of the pressure field induced by AGW that radiate during submarine earthquakes. We consider the first five AGW modes generated by a bottom uplift and show that they may all induce comparable temporal variations in pressure at different water depths in regions far from the epicenter.
Each AGW mode becomes evanescent at a different critical time, at which energy is transferred to the next higher modes. Consequently, the main pattern of the pressure field changes with the leading mode. Practically, the proposed analysis can assist in the implementation of an AGW early tsunami detection system, starting from applying the appropriate earthquake models, to identifying the relevant measurement equipment and their optimal locations. These detection systems should work accurately based on the analysis of the first AGW mode. It must be noted that the first AGW mode, for water depths from about 1000 to 7000 m, has a long wavelength that cannot be trapped within the underwater sound channel (SOFAR), while under certain conditions higher modes could be trapped. The duration of the bottom uplift can be obtained both by the analysis of (i) the evolution of AGW frequency, and by (ii) the time that take the first mode to become evanescent. On the other hand, the magnitude of the bottom uplift displacement can be estimated from the magnitude of the dynamic pressure variation. To this end, broadband pressure sensors, hydrophones, or seismometers should be capable of measuring pressure variations O(10 4 ) Pa. Minimum sampling rates of 40-50 Hz should be used in order to measure the first and higher AGW modes.
The induced pressure field spans the entire depth and some nodes of zero pressure could exist in the absence of the first mode. While the optimal depth in terms of pressure magnitude can be at various depths, from technical considerations it is more practical to have the sensors close to the bottom yet far enough to avoid topographic effects.
The frequency of the first AGW typically varies between 0.094 and 0.375 Hz for an epicenter at 7 and 1 km water depths, respectively. If the fifth mode is analyzed, frequencies between 0.482 and 3.375 Hz are to be expected. It must be noticed that deep ocean sea state noise might mask the detection of AGW in the band 0.05-0.7 Hz [e.g., Wilson et al., 2003; Gualtieri et al., 2015; Tian and Ritzwoller, 2015] .
This study neglects the effects of energy dissipation by bottom friction, energy scattering by bottom irregularities, energy scattering by three-dimensional effects and coupling of AGWs to the elastic ocean bottom. All these effects may act to reduce the dynamic pressure variations induced by AGW far from the epicenter. However, AGWs can travel a distance of O(10 3 ) km with a negligible damping [Bolshakova et al., 2011; Kadri and Stiassnie, 2012] Despite the recent advances in the theoretical understanding of AGWs, it is essential to address the link between the detection of AGWs and the actual generation of a conspicuous tsunami in future work based on field data analysis.
According to Stiassnie [2010] , the frequency of AGW generated by a bottom uplift presents an exponential decay behavior over time given byx n 5x n h 1=2 =g 1=2 5 a nĉ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 12ðx =ĉtÞ 2 q (A5)
Thus the dispersion relation (1) must be solved for each time t and position x. Since the wavenumber k n depends on relation (2) an AGW mode generated by a bottom uplift becomes evanescent at a critical time when k n becomes imaginary, i.e., an AGW mode becomes evanescent when k n l n .
